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A method for detecting faults in a flow network controlled by valves or in a

part of it

Field of the invention

The invention relates to a method for detecting faults in a flow network controlled

by valves or in a part of it according to preamble of claim 1.

The invention relates also to a method for controlling and/or optimizing of a flow

network controlled by valves or a part of it according to preamble of claim 8.

Prior Art

According to Isermann (2006), a fault is an unexpected deviation of at least one

characteristic property of the system from the acceptable, usual, standard condi

tions. The fault treatment, which is presented in Figure 1, includes the following

actions:

• the process shutdown, which is usually used if there is a danger for the

process or the environment

• reliable operation at the new operational conditions, usually at the lower

load, speed, pressure, temperature, etc.

• reconfiguration is using other sensors, actuators or redundant components

in order to keep the process conditions unchanged

• maintenance, which means replacement of the faulty component at the first

possibility

Development and implementation of both the model-based and the data-based

fault detection methods is carried out off-line. The data-based methods use the

process data to characterize the process behavior in a certain form (for example,

to carry out some principal component analysis, to train a neural network or a self-

organizing map). The theoretical physical-chemical process models are rarely

available, therefore the model-based methods often rely on the process models

identified from available process data and the identification task is usually carried

out off-line. The process models are never absolutely accurate and the fault de

tection thresholds are designed to reject the model inaccuracies and the process



disturbances. The fault detection thresholds are selected in order to achieve a

reasonable compromise between the false alarms and the missed alarms rates.

However, improving model accuracy allows to decrease the detection thresholds

and to decrease the missed alarms rate while keeping the false alarms rate con-

stant. In addition, fault diagnosis algorithms, such as a classifier or a set of struc

tured or directional residuals, are also developed off-line.

In on-line, a fault is detected if the current process data is inconsistent with the

process model (or does not fit to the characterization of the process behavior). If a

fault is detected, the diagnosis algorithms are used to find the location of the fault.

Table 1 presents the typical issues concerning industrial processes from the point

of view of fault detection and diagnosis of the said processes.

Tablel . The typical issues of nonlinear processes from FDD point of view

1. The physical-chemical model of a process is unavailable

2. Potential faults in a process are numerous and the fault effects are un

known

3 . Faulty data is unavailable or the number of fault examples is very limited

4. A structure of the process describing the relations between the variables is

available

5. The nonlinearities related to the most of devices commonly used in chemi¬

cal industry typically involve not more than three variables. For example,

the flow through a valve can be often described as a nonlinear function of

two process variables: the degree of valve opening and the pressure drop

at this valve.

Due to the first issue of table 1, the data-based FDD methods are frequently se

lected, such as PCA and PLS, which are proven to be effective in detection of

faults in linear processes. Among the non-linear fault detection methods, the bot

tle-neck neural networks and the input-training networks are used to carry out

non-linear PCA analysis. In addition, the fault detection methods employ the neu

ral networks to identify process models in many other ways. Alternatively, kernel



PGA applies a non-linear transformation to the input set of process variables in

order to map it to a subspace of a higher dimensional space. Furthermore, the

process knowledge can be used to derive transformed variables which can be

combined together with the original process variables to enable PCA to describe

process nonlinearity. Even though PCA including the transformed variables can

be used to incorporate a part of the process knowledge, the development of FDD

algorithms for this method exploits the human experts very intensively.

Under issues 2, 3 and 4, one of most suitable fault diagnosis methods is the struc

tured residual approach. In other words, each model equation involves some pro

cess variables and, therefore, its error is sensitive to some faults and insensitive

to the others. The pattern of the current values of the errors of the model equa

tions can be used to distinguish faults and diagnose the fault location using the

residuals-fault incidence matrix. In contrast, other diagnosis methods require fault

modeling or sufficient amount of both faulty and healthy data which is normally an

infeasible requirement (issues 2 and 3 in Table 1) .

In brief, obtaining of an accurate and reliable process model is a key step in im

plementation of fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) of industrial processes and

some other tasks. Most of the known methods identifying a process model from

the available process data result in linear models, and therefore, these models

cannot describe satisfactory highly-nonlinear processes. Simultaneously, the ex

isting non-linear methods suffer from overfitting which degrades the model accu

racies. In addition, the parameters of the non-linear models identified from pro

cess data frequently do not have any physical interpretation (black box models).

To conclude, implementing of FDD of industrial processes and some other im

portant tasks needs a method for nonlinear identification of process models

providing maximum accuracy and transparency of the resulting models.

Description of the invention

General description

None of the nonlinear methods mentioned above can take into account the struc¬

ture of common nonlinearities in industrial processes, such as flow networks.



Therefore the first objective of the invention is to propose a new method for identi

fication of nonlinear model for a flow network controlled by valves incorporating

common properties of the said flow networks. In addition, the method to identify a

model must be suitable to describe nonlinearities related to most common devices

used in industry, such as valves, pumps, pipes, tanks, chemical reactors and

basic combinations of said devices.

The second objective of the invention is to achieve a new method for identifying a

nonlinear model of a flow network controlled by valves suitable for fault detection

and diagnosis of fault location. The method would take into account the aspects

and issues presented in table 1 and thus to get rid of inconveniences in the above

mentioned prior art.

The third objective of the invention is to propose a new method to increase the

reliability of the nonlinear models, identified according to objective 1 and 2, under

the operational conditions unexplored by the data used to identify the models.

The fourth objective of the invention is to propose a fault detection and diagnosis

method based on the new nonlinear model identification method. The method

should allow a decrease in the fault detection thresholds while keeping the false

alarms probability constant.

The fifth objective of the invention is to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed

new method for identification of models to flow networks controlled by valves,

which are the most common actuator in the chemical industry. The flow through a

valve can be described by a low-dimensional nonlinear function (the said nonline

ar function typically needs two or three inputs, such as the degree of valve open

ing and the pressures before and after the valve or the pressure difference).

The sixth objective of the invention is to apply the nonlinear model identification

method referred in objective 1 to an industrial flow network data and test the fault

detection and diagnosis method referred in objective 4 on the same flow network.

The invention relates to a method according to claim 1 for detecting faults in a

flow network controlled by valves or in a part of it, wherein said flow network is

nonlinear in regard to at least one process variable, wherein the method compris

es at least the following steps:



- for identifying the structure of said nonlinear flow network is used at least one

model equation which contains at least one function selected from the group

comprising linear function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived

therefrom and nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and

variables derived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provid

ed that at least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear

function,

wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear function(s) can be

fixed wherein each nonlinear function may be involved into more than one model

equation and wherein each nonlinear function is defined as weighted sum of

products of basis functions of its input(s), wherein said weights of products are the

coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s) and wherein a set of basis functions

is selected for each input of said nonlinear function(s) before the identification of

model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s)

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

wherein this step may also include some data preprocessing,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into

account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein



the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum

of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^),

- selecting the fault detection thresholds for at least one identified model equation,

- computing the errors of said identified model equation(s) by substituting the cur

rent values of the process variables or variables derived therefrom to the said

equation(s),

- evaluating said errors of the identified model equation(s) against the respective

fault detection thresholds, and detecting faults in the flow network or in a part of it.

The input of a nonlinear function means herein a process variable or a variable

derived therefrom, which is involved to the nonlinear function.

The flow network controlled by valves means herein a flow network which con

tains vessels and/or some sections called units and/or other equipment to store

materials that are interconnected by piping and/or other material-moving equip

ment which can carry streams of material, wherein said material streams can in

clude gas, liquid, solids or mixtures such as slurries, wherein the network may

also include other devices such as pipes, pumps, tanks and chemical reactors.

The basis function means herein a function used to define the nonlinear functions

involved to the model equation(s). Namely, every function of a variable can be

approximated as a weighted sum of the basis functions related to this variable. As

to meaning of term "basis function" we refer herein to literature at this field, for

example www.wikipedia.org .

The basis functions related to each input of the nonlinear functions involved to the

model equations are selected before identification of the model coefficients. As an

example, the piecewise linear functions and the piecewise quadratic functions are



t e basis functions. However, the basis functions can be selected in many other

ways resulting in models with comparable accuracies and properties.

The said data preprocessing may include the standard steps, such as removing

delay between the variables, removing outliers in the values of the variables, f ilter

ing the values of the variables, etc.

The flattening effect is achieved by considering the total curvatures of the nonlin

ear functions involved to the model equation(s). Said total curvatures are com

posed of the local curvatures, which take small positive values at the conditions

where the model discovers locally nonlinear behavior and take zero value other

wise. As the result, this technique allows to achieve high reliability of the identified

process model even under operational conditions unexplored by the data, which

is used to identify the model. The unexplored operational conditions means herein

the operational conditions uncovered by the process data used to identify the

model equations.

The evaluation of the said errors of the identified model equation(s) against the

respective fault detection thresholds can be carried out, for example, using simple

limit checking method or cumulative sum test (CUSUM).

Incorporating common properties of the flow networks controlled by valves to the

process model improves its accuracy. The above fault detection method in a flow

network will result in ability of the FDD system to detect faults quickly and enables

recognition of the small magnitude faults. Furthermore, the physical-chemical

models of the flow network are not used by the proposed method (property 1 of

Table 1) , and the properties 4 and 5 given in table 1 are also taken into account

(the structure of the relationship between the variables is available and the basic

nonlinearities between process variables normally involve not more than three

variables).

The method for diagnosing the fault location is based on the standard structured

residuals approach. In other words, each model equation involves some process

variables and, therefore, its error is sensitive to some faults and insensitive to the

others. The pattern of the current values of the errors of the model equations can

be used to distinguish faults and diagnose the fault location using the residuals-

fault incidence matrix. In contrast, other diagnosis methods require fault modeling



or sufficient amount of both faulty and healthy data which is normally an infeasible

requirement (issues 2 and 3 in Table 1). Therefore, the proposed method

achieves objective 2 .

One important embodiment of the present invention relates to a method for de

tecting faults, diagnosing the fault location and/or correcting the effects of the

faults in a flow network with chemical reaction(s) or a part of it, wherein said flow

network with chemical reaction(s) is nonlinear in regard to at least one process

variable, wherein the model equations relate to the mass balances, the energy

balances and the rates of chemical reactions, wherein some or all or none of the

coefficients of the said linear functions can be fixed according to the mass bal

ances, the energy balances or other physical or chemical phenomenas in said

flow network with chemical reaction(s), wherein

- the model equation(s) related to the mass balances are composed of linear func

tions which in particular represent the flow measurements, variables reflecting the

rate of change of the mass of substance in tanks involved to said flow network

with chemical reaction(s), and the nonlinear functions which in particular represent

flows through process devises, such as valves and pumps, and/or combinations

thereof,

- the model equation(s) related to the energy balances are composed of linear

functions which in particular represent the energy flow(s), variables reflecting the

rate of change of the energy accumulated in the tanks involved to said flow net

work with chemical reaction(s), and the nonlinear functions which in particular rep

resent the energy released/consumed by the chemical reactions and heat ex

change phenomenas in said flow network with chemical reaction(s),

- the model equation(s) related to speed of chemical reactions are composed of

linear functions which represent the concentrations and/or flows of chemical com

pounds and the nonlinear functions, representing various chemical reactors,

wherein the inputs of a nonlinear function are selected among the properties of

the inlet flows to the reactor, pressure and temperature in the said reactor, and

the residence time of the substance in the reactor or/and variables derived there

from.



The flow network with chemical reaction(s) means herein a flow network con

trolled by valves in which chemical reaction(s) take place transforming the feed

flows to the network to the outflows called final products.

One important embodiment of the present invention relates to the model equa

tions representing mass balances of different parts of the flow network. The non

linear functions involved to said model equations correspond to the valves, the

value of a nonlinear function involved to the model equations represent the flow

through the related valve. The inputs of a nonlinear function are the degree of

opening of the respective valve and the pressure before and after the respective

valve or variables derived therefrom. Furthermore, the monotonousness condi

tions are imposed on the nonlinear functions according to general properties of

valves, in particular the flow through a valve is increasing with respect to the de

gree of valve opening and the pressure before the valve, and the flow is decreas

ing with respect to the pressure after the valve. The linear functions involved to

the model equations represent the flow measurements and/or derivatives of the

tank levels and/or -variables reflecting the amount of the chemical substance in

tanks involved to the flow network. Example 1 presents the embodiment of the

method for a steam-water network controlled by valves, which is a part of the d ry

ing section of a board machine. Therefore objective 5 is achieved.

Advantageously the invention relates to a method wherein model equation or a

set of model equations is/are of general formula (1):

(1)

where k is the number of process variables or/and variables derived therefrom

involved to the general equation (1) linearly with coefficients a,-, wherein some or

all or none of the said coefficients a,- can be fixed, each variable (x, y, z) means

independently from each other a process variable or a variable derived thereof,

which variables (x,y,z) are the inputs of nonlinear functions F,

variables / , m and n are the numbers of nonlinear functions F involving one, two

and three input(s) respectively, wherein each nonlinear function may be involved



to more than one model equation ( 1 ) and wherein the nonlinear function(s) in

volved in model equation(s) (1) are defined as weighted sum(s) of products of ba

sis functions, preferably one-dimensional basis functions of inputs of said non

linear functions, as it is defined by equations (2-4) for one, two and three dimen-

sional nonlinear functions (F , F2, F3) respectively:

(2)

(3)

F x,y,z .= ∑ ∑ j^1 q∑ i r j ,k i dk z ,

(4)

where b,-, by and b,jk are the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), and p, q ,

and are the number of said basis functions g , g and g related to process var

iables x , y and z respectively,

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions F in

volved in equation(s) ( 1 ) to monotonously increase or decrease with respect to

some or all inputs (x, y, z) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on the coefficients ,·, b and ,

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear functions involved to said model equation(s),

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means determining the coefficients a,-

and bi, by and byk involved to equation(s) (1) according to the definition of the non

linear functions (2-4) by minimizing the errors of the model equation(s) (1) at eve

ry data sample, according to equation (5)



fi i Ci ]

(5)

wherein N is the number of data samples, M is the number of model equations of

general formula (1), eik is the error of equation k computed by substituting the

values of the process variables or/and variables derived therefrom of data sample

/' to the left side part of equation k, is a non-negative coefficient defining the

relative weight of equation k, f\s any loss function describing the penalty incurred

by the identification procedure, are non-negative parameters defining the de

sired strength of model flattening, L is the number of different nonlinear functions

involved to the model equation(s), and c is the total curvature of the nonlinear

function number /', wherein the minimization (5) is performed under said con

straints imposed on the model coefficients a, and b and representing the

monotonousness conditions for the nonlinear functions with respect to their inputs,

- selection of the fault detection thresholds for some or all said identified equa-

tion(s),

- computing the errors of said identified model equations by substituting the cur

rent values of the process variables or/and variables derived therefrom to the said

model equation(s),

- evaluating said errors of the identified model equations against the respective

fault detection thresholds, and detecting faults in the flow network or in a part of it

and possible

- diagnosing the fault location.

Function F x,y is monotonously increasing with respect to x , if for any x > x2
and any y the following condition holds:

F x y) ≥ F x2,y).

(6)

Similarly, the function is monotonously increasing with respect to the second a r

gument y if for any x and y > y the inequality holds:

, ≥ F{x,y2) .



This definition can be expanded in the same way to cover one, two and three d i

mensional functions monotonously decreasing or increasing with respect to any

variable which it involves. If piecewise linear basis functions are selected accord-

ing to equation (9), the two dimensional nonlinear function described by equation

(3) is monotonously increasing with respect to both directions, if and only if the

following conditions are fulfilled:

j ≥ bi- , i = , P = , ..., q
b ≥ i , i = 0, ...p,j = 1, ..., '

(8)

Generally, the monotonous increasing and decreasing conditions for a nonlinear

function involving one, two or three variables with respect to some or all these

variables can be imposed as constraints on its coefficients, as it is done in equa

tion (8).

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention gf, g and g are the piece-

wise linear basis functions defined according to equation (9):

2... p-1

(9)

or the piecewise quadratic basis functions defined by equation (10):

), if - i ≤ t < ti
2/ i+i - i if ≤ t < tti+l for i = 2, p



- - ( 2 - 0 ( 2 - if ≤ t < t2
—t otherwise

~ ^p-l) / -p ~ - i - i ≤ <
otherwise

( 10)

wherein r denotes one of the process variables x, y, z , and t i = 1, ... , p is the

grid related to that process variable x, y or z .

An example of a set of piecewise linear basis functions is demonstrated in Figure

2. It can be seen from Figure 2 , that only the basis function g x has a non-zero

value at node . Remembering general equation of formula (3-4) one can con

clude that coefficient b j and bi j k define the values of the functions i,yj ) and
x i yj >z h points , and , , ) respectively. The products of the

piecewise linear functions involved in general equation (3) are known as bilinear

terms and, therefore, the whole function (3) can be characterized as a piecewise

bilinear function.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the total curvatures in equa-

tion (5) are defined as the sum of local curvatures of nonlinear function / comput

ed at the inner points of the one, two or three dimensional grids defined for one,

two and three dimensional nonlinear functions according to equations ( 1 1-13):

( 1 1)

(X i , y ) , = 2, . . . , p - l,j = 2, ... , q - l

(12)

i yj >zk , i = 2, ... , p - l,j = 2, ... , q - l , k = 2, ... , r-1 ,



where p, q , and are the number of nodes in the grids related to variables x, y

and z , wherein the said local curvatures are computed as the sums of squared

second order divided differences according to equations ( 4- 6):

(14)

(15)

yj+i -yj-i + ^bi,j,k+i - i ,k __ i,j,k~b i,i,k-i I + - -

(16)

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention the squaring loss function is

used and a quadratic programming (QP) task must be solved to define the coeffi-

cients of equation (1). The following simple example illustrates this statement. Let

consider a set of data samples containing the flow through a valve Qn, which is a

function of the degree of valve opening vn and the pressure difference APn, where

n = 1,... N, is a sample number. Denote

(17)



Then the sum of the squared errors of the following equation:

F(v,P) = Q

(18)

is a quadratic function of the coefficients b i involved to the nonlinear function

F(v,P):

(19)

The flow through a valve monotonously increases with respect to the valve open

ing and the pressure difference, which results in constraints (8). Collecting togeth

er the quadratic objective (19) and the linear constraints (8) one concludes that a

quadratic programming task must be solved to identify the coefficients b i defining

the valve model. Such task can be solved using standard optimization routines. A

more general equation (1) containing several nonlinear functions and some linear

terms can be identified in the similar way.

If another loss function is used to evaluate the errors of equation ( 1 ) , a general

constrained nonlinear programming task must be solved to identify the coefficients

of the equation. There are many standard optimization methods and routines that

can carry out such a task.

With the above defined inventive method the above mentioned objectives 1 and 3

are achieved. With the above described method the flow network models are

identified to reflect the structure of flow networks describing the low-dimensional

nonlinear functions an the monotonousness of the nonlinear functions with re

spect to some or all variables. The reliability of the identified model equations un

der unexplored operational conditions is achieved by flattening the said equations.

The improved accuracy of the identified models would increase the efficiency of

many model-based techniques, including but not limited to the fault detection and

diagnosis, process optimization, process control and process design.



Advantageously the invention relates to a method comprising additionally a step

of diagnosing the fault location and correcting the effects of the faults, when a

fault in the flow network or in a part of it is detected. It includes development of a

binary residual-fault incidence matrix on the basis of the model equation(s) and

the general knowledge of the effects of the faults in the process components. In

real time, the current binary pattern is obtained containing the results of the eval

uation of the errors of the model equation(s) (1) against the respective fault detec

tion thresholds. The location of the fault is identified based on the comparison of

the said current pattern with the fault patterns contained in the said residual-fault

incidence matrix. Next, one of the possible corrective actions is selected and a p

plied, including the process shutdown, the reliable operation at new operational

conditions, reconfiguration using other sensors, actuators or redundant process

components in order to keep the operational conditions unchanged, and mainte

nance by replacing faulty parts of the flow network or components thereof.

The benefits of the proposed approach to development and implementation of

FDD systems come from the fact, that the flow network models are developed to

take into account the known properties of the system (structure of the flow net

work describing the nonlinearity, monotonousness properties). In the result, an

improved accuracy of the flow network models is achieved compared other non

linear identification methods. The detection thresholds can be decreased and the

rate of the missed alarms can be improved while keeping the false alarm rates

constant. Therefore, objective 4 is achieved.

The invention relates also to a method for controlling and /or optimizing of a flow

network controlled by valves or a part of it according to claim 8, wherein said flow

network is nonlinear in regard to at least one process variable.

This method comprises at least the following steps:

- for identifying the structure of said nonlinear flow network is used at least one

model equation which contains at least one function selected from the group

comprising linear function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived

therefrom and nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and

variables derived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provid

ed that at least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear

function,



wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear function(s) can be

fixed wherein each nonlinear function may be involved into more than one model

equation and wherein each nonlinear function is defined as weighted sum of

products of basis functions of its input(s), wherein said weights of products are the

coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s) and wherein a set of basis functions

is selected for each input of said nonlinear function(s) before the identification of

model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s)

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into

account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein

the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum

of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^) and



- adjusting the operation of at least a part of the flow network and/or the process

control, according to the said identified model equations.

The process control means herein device(s) and/or computer program(s) which

monitor some or all process variable(s) and variable(s) derived therefrom and af

fects the operational conditions of the flow network by adjusting the values of the

manipulated variable(s) in order to maintain the values of the controlled variables

at the target values. The process control is composed of the controllers, each of

which is used to control a part of the flow network.

The input variables mean herein the variables which values affect the operational

conditions of a flow network and can be freely changed in certain ranges. Input

variable can be, for example a degree of valve opening, pump load, flow rate of

raw material.

The invention is mainly based on the following aspects:

- The methods related to the invention describe the flow network controlled by

valves with a static model, which is identified using the process data. The method

for identifying a model contains the following aspects which are described below

in more details: model reflects the structure of nonlinearities in the flow network

using low-dimensional nonlinear functions, representation of the nonlinear func

tions as weighted sums of the products of basis functions, the monotonousness

conditions imposed on the nonlinear functions and signs of coefficients of linear

terms, flattened nonlinear functions.

- Model reflects the structure of nonlinearities in a flow network using low-

dimensional nonlinear functions. A static flow network model can be considered

as a system of nonlinear equations, each of which involves a part of process vari

ables. Furthermore, for every equation the structure of the related nonlinear func

tions is specified as the lists of the process variables involved to these nonlinear

functions. In particular, said nonlinear functions can represent the nonlinearity re

lated to the most common devices used in chemical industry, such as valves,

pumps, pipes, tanks, chemical reactors and basic combinations of said devices.

This aspect allows do not consider the insignificant relations between the process

variables during the identification task. This improves the accuracy of the identi¬

fied models.



- Representation of the nonlinear functions as weighted sums of products of basis

functions. In particular, a set of piecewise linear basis functions or a set of piece-

wise quadratic basis functions can be used. This representation is suitable to re

write the monotonousness conditions as inequalities imposed on the coefficients

defining the nonlinear functions (the weights of the products). As the result, if the

said piecewise linear basis functions are used, the identification of the coefficients

of an equation involve only linear constraints on the coefficients.

- The monotonousness conditions imposed on nonlinear functions. The depend

ences between the process variables are typically monotonous. For example,

most of the chemical reaction rates are monotonous with respect to the variables

they depend on (such as concentrations of chemical compounds, temperature

and pressure in the reactor). The flow through a valve monotonously increases

with respect to the degree of valve opening and the difference of the pressures

before and after the valve. Furthermore, the right side part of the equations can

be monotonous with respect to some or all variables involved to the linear func

tions, which results in constraints on the signs of the coefficients of the said linear

functions. In the result, an improved accuracy of the flow network models is

achieved.

- Flattened nonlinear functions. The nonlinear model identification methods based

on neural networks are known to be unreliable outside the operational conditions

described by the data which is used to train the network (the training data). To

overcome this problem, the invention identifies the model equations by consider

ing an extra term (a flattening term) together with the values of the loss function of

the equation errors as the objective to be minimized. This flattening term takes

small positive values at the conditions where the model discovers locally nonlinear

behavior and the term takes zero value otherwise. As the result, the relative im

portance of the flattening term is low under the operational conditions covered by

the training data. In opposite, under the operational conditions uncovered by the

training data the role of the flattening term becomes dominant and the model is

strived to the plane shape. As the result, this technique allows to extrapolate the

identified flow network model linearly to the operational conditions unexplored by

the training data and achieve relatively high reliability of the resulting model even

at these conditions.



The invention is now illustrated with some non-restrictive examples.

EXAMPLE 1

Fault detection and diagnosis of the drying section of the board machine

located in Imatra

The aim of this example is to prove the applicability of the fault detection and d i

agnosis (FDD) method according to the invention to complex flow networks con

trolled by valves. In this example the method is applied to the steam-water net

work of the drying section containing many control valves.

The drying section of a board machine is used to evaporate water from the board

by heating. Since only insignificant amount of moisture is removed from the board

after the drying section, the drying is typically controlled to achieve the specified

moisture of the ready product (board). In a multi-cylinder drying, which is the most

common drying method, the process contains a number of consequent steam dry-

ing cylinders combined into several drying groups, and the process under consid

eration contains 5 groups. In order to control the web curl, the last drying group is

composed of two steam groups (groups 8 and 7) comprising of the cylinders

placed above and below the web respectively. In fact, a complex steam-water

network with a number of recirculation streams is needed to support the desired

conditions in the cylinders and provide the acceptable energy efficiency of the d ry

ing process.

The FDD system must be aimed at the most frequent faults in the section which

can cause the most valuable losses of productivity and deviations in quality of the

ready board. According to the opinion of the industrial experts, the key faults to

focus on are the leakages and blockages of valves and pipes in the steam-water

network of the drying section. Small magnitude faults may cause energy losses,

but a large fault could even cause inability of the control system to maintain the

required quality of the ready product and may cause a plant shutdown.

System description

The steam-water network of the drying section is presented in Figure 3 . Steam is

supplied to the steam groups by two steam feed flows (5 bar steam is used by

groups 1, 2 and 3; 10 bar steam is used by groups 3, 4, 7 and 8). A part of the 5



bar feed steam flow is also sent to the calendar and to the heat exchangers which

are used to control the temperature in the plant building. The flow rate, pressure

and temperature are measured at both feed steam flows. In addition, the pressure

is measured immediately before and after each steam group. Since there are no

valves between steam groups 3, 4 , 7 and 8 and the respective condensate tanks

4, 5 , 8 and 9, one can conclude that the pressures in the condensate tanks are

the same as the pressures immediately after the respective steam groups. In con

trast to this, there are valves between steam groups 1 and 2 and condensate

tanks 2 and 3. The pressure in condensate tank 2 is measured. The pressure in

tank 3 is not measured, and it is assumed that the pressure in this tank 3 is the

same as the pressure before the steam group . The valves presented in Figure 3

are used by the process control to keep the pressures before the cylinder groups,

the pressure drop in each cylinder group and the condensate tank levels at the

target values. The control signals sent to all valves (the degrees of valve opening)

are available. Finally, the levels of the condensate tanks are also measured.

Application of the proposed method to the drying section

To detect and diagnose the leakages and blockages in valves and pipes, a model

is needed consisting of equations which represent the mass balances of different

parts of the network. A mass balance in a network is normally based on values of

flow rates, however, only two flow rate measurements of the feed steam flows are

available in the network. Even though the pressure measurements and the de

grees of valve opening cannot be used directly in the mass balances, these varia

bles allow to estimate the flow rates through the valves according to equation (20)

and Figure 4:

F = f(V, AP).

(20)

Here F is reserved for the flow rate, f is a nonlinear function to be determined, V is

the degree of valve opening, and ∆ Ρ is the difference of the pressure before and

after the valve. To conclude, the nonlinear functions involved to the model equa

tions correspond now to the valves, and the value of a nonlinear function involved

to the model equations represent the flow through the related valve. Inputs of a

nonlinear function are the degree of opening of the respective valve and the d if

ference of the pressure before and after the respective valve. In other words, noh-



linear functions can be considered as models of the respective valves. The struc

ture of the model equations is presented next in a more detailed way.

The list of the model equations

The simplified scheme of the steam-water network results in the following model

equations:

• The equation related to the mass balance of the 10 bar steam feed flow:

f . y , P3 + f ,in (y 4 , A P 4 + f7,in V7,A P + f in V ∆Ρ ) - Fin = 0

(21 )

• The equation related to the mass balance of the 5 bar steam feed flow:

f ) + + f ,in s V , A P + FCalend - F
i

= 0

(22)

• The equation related to the mass balance of steam group 8:

fa,cond y ,cond P cond) + fa,pdiff y ,pdif ' P ilp diff) ~ in

(23)

• The equation related to the mass balance of steam group 7:

,cond ,cond> ∆ Ρ 7 rCond) + f di '.pdiff' · ,pdiff) ~ 7, =

(24)

• The equation related to the mass balance of steam group 4:

υ

(25)



• The equation related to the mass balance of steam group 3:

hfiond

(26)

Identification of the model equations

The pressure differences related to all valves have been computed by means of

pressure measurements. Grids with 5 nodes have been selected for the degrees

of valve opening and the pressure differences, which are inputs of the nonlinear

functions involved to the model equations. Next, the sets of 5 piecewise linear

functions have been constructed for the said inputs of the nonlinear functions.

In fact, many nonlinear functions are involved to more than one equation, and the

model equations have been identified sequentially (one by one). In brief, the

equations involving the available flow rate measurements are identified by solving

the related quadratic programming problems. The data is substituted to the non

linear functions, involved to the equations that have already been identified, to

compute the flow rates through the related valves at every data sample. Next,

these flow rates are substituted to the unidentified model equations, and these

equations are then identified by solving the related QP problems. This procedure

is repeated until all model equations have been identified.

In this example, the equation related to the mass balance of the 0 bar steam

feed flow is identified first, and the coefficients defining the nonlinear functions f3:in

io, ,in, ,n, fe.in, which relate to the valves placed before steam groups 3, 4, 7 and

8, are obtained. Similarly, the equation related to the mass balance of the 5 bar

steam feed flow is identified, and the coefficients defining nonlinear functions f i n ,

in, n , which relate to the valves placed before steam groups 1, 2 and 3, are

obtained.

At the next stage, the process data is substituted to the nonlinear functions identi

fied at the previous step to estimate the steam flow rates to the steam groups F m

5, F 3 n io, F 4 ,in, F 7 n and F s n- These flow rates are then substituted to the rest of

the model equations. The model equations related to mass balance of steam

groups 4, 7 and 8 are identified, and the coefficients defining the nonlinear func-



tions related to pressure difference control valves f4,Pdin, pdiff, fa, a and the con

densate tank level control valves f4, ∞ nd, 7, ∞ nd, fe, ∞ n d are obtained. Finally, the

nonlinear function f con related to the control valve for the level of condensate

tank 5 is used to compute the condensate inflow rate F4 ,C ond condensate tank 4 ,

and the equation related to the mass balance of steam group 3 is then identified.

Selection of the model structure for the control valve of the level of condensate

tank 5

The accuracy of the identified equations has been evaluated, and the equations

related to the mass balances of the feed steam flows and stem groups 8 and 7

have been found sufficiently accurate. In contrast to this, the error of the equation

representing the mass balance of steam group 4 was too big for reliable fault de

tection. In fact, the condensate outflow from tank 5 passes through the combina

tion of a pump and a one-side valve connected in parallel (see Figure 9) placed

before the control valve. In order to describe the condensate flow rate more pre

cisely, a nonlinear function of three variables (the degree of valve opening, the

pressure in condensate tank 5, the pressure in condensate tank 4) was tried:

f4,cond { v 4,cond> ^cond ' ^.cond) f4,pdiff v 4,pdiff > 4 ,pdiff) ~ , = u

(27)

Compared equation (25), the pressure difference P4 CO d has been replaced by

the pressures before and the pressure after the condensate valve. The nonlinear

function representing the condensate valve in (27) must be monotonously increas

ing with respect to first two inputs and monotonously decreasing with respect to

the last input. If squaring loss function is used, equation (27) can be still identified

by solving a quadratic programming task.

The equations representing the mass balance of steam group 4 were identified

both with two-input (25) and three-input (27) models of the condensate valve. For

identification 4000 data samples were used while 600 samples are reserved for

testing of the equation. Table 2 summarizes the percentage of variation of the in

flow rate F4:in to group 4 captured by the valve models according to equations (25)

and (27). The table proves, that the equation (27), employing the three-input non

linear function to describe the condensate outflow from tank 5, is more precise.



Table 2. Comparison of two model structures for the control valve of the

level of condensate tank 5

Testing the effect of the monotonousness conditions

To test the effect of monotonous conditions, equation (27) related to the mass

balance in steam group 4 was identified twice: under the monotonousness condi

tions and without imposing these conditions. Table 3 presents the variation of the

inflow rate F
4 n to the group captured by the nonlinear functions in equation (27).

Again, 4000 samples are used to identify the equation while 600 samples are re-

served for testing. The results of the testing of model equations with or without

monotonousness requirement show, that the equations employing non-

monotonous nonlinear functions demonstrate worse accuracy due to adoption to

the process noise. Both valve models of the condensate valve are compared in

Figure 10.

Table 3. Comparison of the results for equation related to the mass balance

of steam group 4 using monotonous and non-monotonous valve models

R2 captured, data used R2 captured, data used

for identification for testing

Monotonous model 95.0 % 95.6 %

Non-monotonous model 96.3 % 90.3 %



The effect of the monotonousness conditions is even stronger when the whole set

of model equations is considered: the equations using non-monotonous valve

models demonstrate about 10% worse R2 values for test data compared the

equations employing the monotonousness conditions.

Testing the effect of the flattening of the nonlinear functions

The process data is often distributed very non-uniformly, and the data used for

identification of the equations describing said process cannot cover all possible

operational conditions. Therefore, during on-line detecting of faults operational

conditions of the valves can move to unexplored zone. To demonstrate the ability

of flattened models to remain trustworthy at the unexplored operational conditions,

the equation related to the mass balance of 10 bar steam feed flow was identified

twice: first, flattening of the nonlinear functions was used and next the equation

was identified without flattening. The equation was identified using 4600 samples

and 1000 samples are reserved for testing of the identified equations. Both the

flattened and the non-flattened models of the valve placed before steam group 7

are presented in Figure 11. The range between the smallest and the largest flow

rates according to the non-flattened valve model is 7.1 l/s while the range for the

flattened valve model is only 4.4 l/s. As the result, under unexplored operational

conditions the flow rate estimation according to the non-flattened model may con

tain unrealistic values (outliers), and the degradation of reliability of the non-

flattened model is demonstrated by Table 4.

The flattened valve models are able to explain less percentage of the variation of

the flow rate Fm of 10 bar steam feed flow at the testing data compared the data

used to identify the equation. However, the accuracy of the flattered model at the

testing data can be considered as acceptable since some increase of the equa

tion error is quite expectable due to the nonlinear character of the process.



Table 4. Comparison of the results of the original and the flattened monoto¬

nous models

Testing the accuracy of the identified model equations

The model equations are identified using the data collected between 1 of March

2010 and 1 of July 201 0 and the process data obtained between 12 of July and

24 of July is used for model testing. The equation related to the mass balances of

the 5 bar steam feed flow and steam group 3 are not tested due to the lack of re li

able data. The results of the evaluation of the identified model equations are pre-

sented in Table 5 . For all equations, the sum of terms involved to the equations

with negative sign and the sum of terms involved with the positive sign are com

puted separately, and the percentage of variation of the first sum explained by the

second sum is provided in the Table. In addition, the errors of the model equa

tions are obtained by substituting the process data to said equations. The stand-

ard deviations of the errors of the model equations are provided in the Table.



Table 5. Summary of the developed parity equations

Fault detection and fault diagnosis

The fault detection and diagnosis tasks are carried out as defined in claims. The

fault detection thresholds are selected according to the accuracy of the model

equations. The current values of the process variables and the variables obtained

therefrom (the pressure differences) are substituted to the model equations and

the errors of the equations are computed. The errors of the equations are evalu

ated against the fault detection thresholds and the results are collected to the b i

nary pattern. If the pattern contains at least one nonzero value, the decision is

made that the process contains at least one fault, otherwise the process is decid

ed as faultless.

The diagnosis task is carried out on the basis of the residual-fault incidence matrix:

the fault candidates are found by comparing the current pattern against the pat

terns contained in the residual-fault incidence matrix.



A case study of a fault

The fault considered in this example is blockage of the valve placed on the 5 bar

steam feed flow to steam group 3. The equation related to the mass balances of 5

bar feed steam flow is presented in Figure . The solid line is used for the meas

ured flow rate of the 5 bar steam feed without the flow rate of the feed steam to

the calendar. The dashed line represents the sum of estimated flow rates of the 5

bar feed steam to steam groups , 2 and 3. In the faultless conditions, these two

values almost coincide, and in the presence of the fault these values clearly differ.

The equation related to the mass balance for steam group 3 is presented in Fig

ure 12. The solid line represent the sum of estimations of the flow rates of 5 bar

steam and 0 bar steam feed flows to steam group 3 and the flow rate of the con

densate from condensate tank 5 to condensate tank 4 . The dashed line is used

for sum of estimations of the steam flow rate out of steam group 3 and the con

densate flow rate out of condensate tank 4 . The difference between these two

sums indicates the presence of a fault.

Due to the valve blockage, the equations related to the mass balances of the 5

bar steam feed flow and the steam group 3 have large errors, while the rest of the

equations remain undisturbed. This pattern allows to diagnose the fault location

unambiguously. As the result of the fault, the pressure in steam group 3 drops,

and the 10 bar stem feed flow is increased to keep the pressure in the steam

group at the target value.

EXAMPLE 2

Identification of model of chemical reactors

The reaction rates are usually monotonous with respect to many factors, such as

concentrations of chemical compounds, temperature, pressure etc. In fact, a

model equation is frequently needed which predicts the concentrations of the

compounds at the output of a reactor rather than the reaction rates. In contrast to

continuous reactors, many measurements are only available at the beginning and

at the end of batch processes and, therefore, batch reactors and continuous reac

tors must be considered separately.



For a continuous reactor, the properties of a reactor outflow (such as the concen

trations of the compounds and the temperature) can be usually modeled as non

linear functions of the properties of reactor inflow (concentrations of compounds at

the inlet flow, the temperature of the inlet flow, the flow rate to the reactor) and the

residence time in the reactor. As a result, a model of a continuous reactor is com

posed of model equations involving one linear term (one of the properties of the

reactor outflow) and one nonlinear function of the properties of the reactor inflow

and the residence time. Typically, the properties of the reactor outflow are monot

onous with respect to most or all properties of the reactor inflow, and therefore the

monotonousness conditions can be imposed on the nonlinear functions. To re

duce the number of variables involved in the nonlinear functions, the variables

derived from these process variables (transformed variables) can be used.

For a batch reactor, the concentrations of the compounds in the final product can

be predicted by integrating the system of ODEs, which describes the dynamics of

concentrations of chemical compounds C t ) , C >- > ) through the reaction

rates:

= ∑
=

a Ri ( ) , ..,C t), P (t), T(t))

C t) =∑ R { C1 t) , . . t) , P{t) t)) '

(28)

where R R , , Rm r the nonlinear functions defined according to equations (2-

4), P(t) and T(t) are the pressure and the temperature in the reactor, and a i j are

stoichiometric coefficients. Then the coefficients defining the nonlinear functions,

which represent the reaction rates R are identified by minimizing the squared

equation errors:

(29)

where B is the number of batches, t is the duration of batch i , C is the solution of

equation (28) corresponding to batch i , and Cm] are the measured concentrations

of the compounds in the final product of batch i .

The chemical laws can be applied to decrease the numbers of inputs of the non

linear functions involved in dynamics (28). The reaction rates often depend on the



concentrations of few chemical compounds whereas pressure necessarily does

not have a significant effect on the speed of chemical reactions. Furthermore, if

the effect of some inputs on the reaction rate is known, a decrease in the number

of inputs of a nonlinear function can be achieved, by employing transformed vari-

ables as inputs of the nonlinear function. For example, consider a reaction rate

which is known to be proportional to the product of concentrations CA and CB of

two compounds A and B, and it is known to increase with respect to the tempera

ture. The reaction rate can then be considered as a function of two variables:

R x, T),

(30)

here T is the reaction temperature and x is the transformed variable:

x = CAC .

(31 )

Alternatively, a one-dimensional nonlinear function can be defined as follows:

R CA ,C ,TR T
CACB '

(32)

and the system dynamics (28) must then be rewritten to include the following term

to the right-side part:

R T t))CA t)C t) .

(33)

EXAMPLE 3

Optimization of operational conditions of processes

To carry out optimization of operational conditions, a set of non-linear model

equations can be identified as it is proposed in the invention. The standard opti-

mization routines (for solving convex programming problems) can then be applied

to define better operational conditions according to the model equations and with

respect to the existing process constraints. The operational conditions are



searched according to an optimization criteria, such as increasing the process

productivity, the quality of the ready product, decreasing the production costs or

improving the overall process profitability. At the next stage, the process is driven

to the better operational conditions by adjusting both the process inputs unused

by the process control and the target values of the controlled variables, which are

provided to the process control. However, the processes always contain disturb

ances and the models identified from data are never completely reliable under

unexplored conditions. Due to these facts, usually the model equations must be

updated in the adaptive way. The 'bias update' procedure is frequently used,

which estimates the systematic error of the model and shifts the model equations

to compensate this error. Alternatively, the model equations can be re-identified

taking into account the recent process data. As the result, the iterative approach

allows to explore new operational conditions in order to find the optimum of the

process, and take the current values of the process disturbances into account.

Identification of process models according to the invention allows to improve the

accuracy of the models compared the standard techniques, which results in faster

(less iterations are needed to achieve the optimum operational conditions) and

more accurate (the necessary optimality conditions are tracked more accurately)

optimization of the process operational conditions. The proposed method is pre

sented in Figure 13.

EXAMPLE 4

Design of adaptive control

The process control is used to keep the controlled variables (typically the process

outputs) close to the target values. The parameters of the controllers are selected

depending on the dynamic characteristics of the process which can be expressed

in terms of dynamic responses of the manipulated variables on the controlled var

iables. While in linear processes these responses are constant with respect to

operational conditions, it is not true for nonlinear processes, and the performance

of controllers with fixed parameters may degrade due to change of the operational

conditions as the result. The industrial processes are typically nonlinear, and that

is why the parameters of the controllers frequently must be adjusted according to

the current operational conditions.



This adaption of the parameters of the controllers can be carried out according to

Figure 14. The model equations are identified according to the invention. The cur

rent values of the process variables and derived therefrom are substituted to the

equations and the gains of the controlled variables with respect to the manipulat-

ed variables can be derived in the straightforward way. Next, the parameters of

the non-model based controllers are re-adjusted to reflect the current gains. For

example, a smaller control action is needed if the gain increases. In addition, the

models used by the model-based controllers are scaled according to the said

gains. The adaption of the parameters of the controllers allows taking into account

changing operational conditions and prevents degradation of the process control

performance.

EXAMPLE 5

Optimization of a plant structure

During the design phase the structure of an industrial process is selected and the

equipment assets are sized to achieve the desired production rate together with

the specified product quality. In addition, the process efficiency must be maxim

ized and the control capacity must be sufficient to compensate all possible d is

turbances at the planned operational conditions. Therefore a static process model

is required to optimize the operational conditions and to evaluate the capacity of

the control system. The modeling technique presented in the invention can be

used to describe the separate plant equipments (such as valves, pumps and

pipes), groups of plant equipments (for example a valve and a pump combined in

series) and the process units (reactors, heat-exchangers, etc). Therefore the pre-

sented modeling approach is suitable for implementing the optimization of the o p

erational conditions and evaluation of the control capacity during the optimization

of the plant structure. The plant structure can be optimized in the iterative way,

presented in Figure 15 .



Claims

1. A method for detecting faults in a flow network controlled by valves or in a
part of it, wherein said flow network is nonlinear in regard to at least one process
variable, wherein the method comprises at least the following steps:

- for identifying the structure of said flow network is used at least one model eq ua

tion which contains at least one function selected from the group comprising line

ar function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom and

nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and variables de

rived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provided that at

least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear function,

wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear function(s) can be

fixed wherein each nonlinear function may be involved into more than one model

equation and wherein each nonlinear function is defined as weighted sum of

products of basis functions of its input(s), wherein said weights of products are the

coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s) and wherein a set of basis functions

is selected for each input of said nonlinear function(s) before the identification of

model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s)

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into



account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein

the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur¬

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum

of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^),

- selecting the fault detection thresholds for at least one identified model equation,

- computing the errors of said identified model equation(s) by substituting the cur

rent values of the process variables or variables derived therefrom to the said

equation(s),

- evaluating said errors of the identified model equation(s) against the respective

fault detection thresholds, and detecting faults in the flow network or in a part of it.

2 . A method according to claim 1 for detecting faults, diagnosing the fault loca

tion and/or correcting the effects of the faults in a flow network with chemical reac

tion^) or a part of it, wherein said flow network with chemical reaction(s) is non

linear in regard to at least one process variable, wherein the model equations re

late to the mass balances, the energy balances and the rates of chemical reac

tions, wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear functions

can be fixed according to the mass balances, the energy balances or other physi

cal or chemical phenomenas in said flow network with chemical reaction(s),

wherein

- the model equation(s) related to the mass balances are composed of linear func

tions which in particular represent the flow measurements, variables reflecting the

rate of change of the mass of substance in tanks involved to said flow network

with chemical reaction(s), and the nonlinear functions which in particular represent

flows through process devises, such as valves and pumps, and/or combinations

thereof,



- the model equation(s) related to the energy balances are composed of linear

functions which in particular represent the energy flow(s), variables reflecting the

rate of change of the energy accumulated in the tanks involved to said flow net

work with chemical reaction(s), and the nonlinear functions which in particular re p

resent the energy released/consumed by the chemical reactions and heat ex

change phenomenas in said flow network with chemical reaction(s),

- the model equation(s) related to speed of chemical reactions are composed of

linear functions which represent the concentrations and/or flows of chemical com

pounds and the nonlinear functions, representing various chemical reactors,

wherein the inputs of a nonlinear function are selected among the properties of

the inlet flows to the reactor, pressure and temperature in the said reactor, and

the residence time of the substance in the reactor or/and variables derived there

from.

3. A method according to claims 1 or for detecting faults in a flow network

controlled by valves, which may also include other devices such as pipes, pumps,

tanks and chemical reactors, wherein the method comprises at least the following

steps:

- for identifying the structure of said flow network is used at least one model eq ua

tion representing the mass balance(s) of different part(s) of said flow network

which contains at least one function selected from the group comprising linear

function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom and

nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and variables de

rived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provided that at

least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear function,

wherein the linear functions involved to the said model equations represent the

flow measurements and/or derivatives of the tank levels and/or variables reflecting

the amount of the chemical substance in tanks and pipes involved to the said flow

network, wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear func

tion^) can be fixed to properly represent the mass balances

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s) to properly represent the

mass balances,



wherein at least one of the said nonlinear functions involved to said model equa

tion^) correspond the operation of valves in said flow network, wherein said in

puts of nonlinear function are the degree of opening of the respective valve and

the pressure measured before and after the respective valve or variables derived

therefrom, wherein the value of a nonlinear function involved to the model equa

tions represent the flow through the related valve, wherein each nonlinear function

may be involved into more than one model equation and wherein each nonlinear

function is defined as weighted sum of products of basis functions of its input(s),

wherein said weights of products are the coefficients defining the nonlinear func

tion^) and wherein a set of basis functions is selected for each input of said non

linear function(s) before the identification of model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s), wherein said conditions are imposed on the nonlinear functions ac

cording to properties of valves or/and other equipments, in particular the flow

through a valve increases with respect to the degree of valve opening and the

pressure before the valve, and the flow decreases with respect to the pressure

after the valve,

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into

account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein

the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum



of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^),

- selecting the fault detection thresholds for at least one identified model equation,

- computing the errors of said identified model equation(s) by substituting the cur

rent values of the process variables or variables derived therefrom to the said

equation(s),

- evaluating said errors of the identified model equation(s) against the respective

fault detection thresholds, and detecting faults in the flow network or in a part of it,

wherein the signs of the errors of the model equations can be used to distinguish

leakages and blockages of valves and pipes.

4. The method according to claim , 2 or 3, wherein for identifying the structure

of said flow network controlled by valves is additionally used other equations than

model equations defined in claim 1, 2 or 3.

5. The method according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4 comprising additionally the step

of diagnosing the fault location, when a fault in the flow network controlled by

valves or in a part of it is detected, by

- development of a binary residual-fault incidence matrix on the basis of the model

equation(s) and the knowledge of the effects of the faults in flow network parts or

devices,

- obtaining the current binary pattern, containing the results of the evaluation of

the errors of the model equation(s) against the respective fault detection thresh

olds,

- identifying the location of the fault based on the comparison of the said current

pattern with the fault patterns contained in said residual-fault incidence matrix.



6. The method according to claim 5 further comprising a step of correcting the

effects of faults in a flow network controlled by valves or in a part of it, when the

location of the current fault is diagnosed in the flow network.

7. The method according to claim 6 comprising selecting and applying a co r

rective action into the flow network controlled by valves, including the process

shutdown, the reliable operation of the flow network or part of it at new operational

conditions, reconfiguration of the flow network or part of it using sensors, actua

tors or redundant components in order to keep the operational conditions un

changed, and maintenance of the flow network by replacing faulty parts of the

flow network or devices thereof.

8. A method for controlling and /or optimizing of a flow network controlled by

valves or a part of it, wherein the said flow network is nonlinear in regard to at

least one process variable, wherein the method comprises at least the following

steps:

- for identifying the structure of said flow network is used at least one model equa

tion which contains at least one function selected from the group comprising line

ar function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom and

nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and variables de

rived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provided that at

least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear function,

wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear function(s) can be

fixed wherein each nonlinear function may be involved into more than one model

equation and wherein each nonlinear function is defined as weighted sum of

products of basis functions of its input(s), wherein said weights of products are the

coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s) and wherein a set of basis functions

is selected for each input of said nonlinear function(s) before the identification of

model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s),



- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s)

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into

account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein

the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum

of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^) and

- adjusting the operation of at least a part of the flow network and/or the process

control, according to the said identified model equations.

9 . A method according to claim 8 for controlling and /or optimizing of a flow

network controlled by valves, which may also include other devices such as pipes,

pumps, tanks and chemical reactors, wherein the method comprises at least the

following steps:

- for identifying the structure of said flow network is used at least one model eq ua

tion representing the mass balance(s) of different part(s) of said flow network

which contains at least one function selected from the group comprising linear

function(s) of the process variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom and

nonlinear function(s), involving up to three process variables or/and variables de-



rived therefrom, which are inputs of said nonlinear function(s), provided that at

least one of said model equation(s) contains at least one said nonlinear function,

wherein the linear functions involved to the said model equations represent the

flow measurements and/or derivatives of the tank levels and/or variables reflecting

the amount of the chemical substance in tanks and pipes involved to the said flow

network wherein some or all or none of the coefficients of the said linear func

tion^) can be fixed to properly represent the mass balances,

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear function(s) involved to said model equation(s) to properly represent the

mass balances,

wherein at least one of the said nonlinear functions involved to said model equa

tion^) correspond the operation of valves in said flow network, wherein said in

puts of nonlinear function are the degree of opening of the respective valve and

the pressure measured before and after the respective valve or variables derived

therefrom, wherein the value of a nonlinear function involved to the model equa

tions represent the flow through the related valve, wherein each nonlinear function

may be involved into more than one model equation and wherein each nonlinear

function is defined as weighted sum of products of basis functions of its input(s),

wherein said weights of products are the coefficients defining the nonlinear func

tion^) and wherein a set of basis functions is selected for each input of said non

linear function(s) before the identification of model equation(s),

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in

volved in said model equation(s) to monotonously increase or decrease with re

spect to some or all input(s) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on said coefficients defining said nonlinear

function(s), wherein the said conditions are imposed on the nonlinear functions

according to properties of valves or/and other equipments, in particular the flow

through a valve increases with respect to the degree of valve opening and the

pressure before the valve, and the flow decreases with respect to the pressure

after the valve,

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev-



ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means defining the coefficients of said

linear function(s) and the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), by mini-

mizing the errors of the model equation(s) at every data sample while taking into

account the flattening of said model equations(s), whereby the errors to be mini

mized in said model equation(s) are defined by substituting the values of the pro

cess variable(s) or/and variable(s) derived therefrom to the equation(s), wherein

the flattening of model equation(s) is achieved by minimizing the sum of total cur-

vatures of the said nonlinear function(s) taken with nonnegative weights, wherein

said minimization of the errors of the model equation(s) together with the said sum

of total curvatures is performed under the said constraints imposed both on the

coefficients defining said nonlinear function(s) which represent the monotonous-

ness conditions for said nonlinear function(s) with respect to their input(s) and on

the signs of the coefficients of the linear function(s) involved to said model equa

tion^) and

- adjusting the operation of at least a part of the flow network and/or the process

control, according to the said identified model equations.

10. The method according to any of the previous claims wherein model equation

or a set of model equations is/are of general formula (1):

y?, z ) = 0

(1)

where k is the number of process variables or/and variables derived therefrom

involved to the general equation ( 1) linearly with coefficients a,-, wherein some or

all or none of the said coefficients a, can be fixed, each variable (x, y, z) means

independently from each other a process variable or a variable derived thereof,

which variables (x,y,z) are the inputs of nonlinear functions F,

variables / , m and n are the numbers of nonlinear functions F involving one, two

and three input(s) respectively, wherein each nonlinear function may be involved

to more than one model equation ( 1 ) and wherein the nonlinear function(s) in-



volved in model equation(s) (1) are defined as weighted sum(s) of products of ba

sis functions, preferably one-dimensional basis functions of inputs of said nonlin

ear functions, as it is defined by equations (2-4) for one, two and three dimen

sional nonlinear functions {F1, F2, F3) respectively:

) = ∑ i=1 ... b gf(x) ,

(2)

F x,y) = ∑ i=i... ∑ = ...<, bi x y ,

(3)

(x,y,z) = ∑ i=i... ∑ y=i...
i?

∑ i=i...r hj,k di x d y 9k( >

(4)

where £>,·, bή and ¾are the coefficients defining the nonlinear function(s), and p, q,

and rare the number of said basis functions gf, g and g related to process va r

iables x , y and z respectively,

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the nonlinear functions in-

volved in equation(s) ( 1 ) to monotonously increase or decrease with respect to

some or all inputs (x, y, z) of said nonlinear function(s), and said conditions are

converted to the constraints imposed on the coefficients bh b,j- and , ,

- imposing the conditions on some or all or none of the signs of the coefficients of

the linear functions involved to said model equation(s),

- collecting measured values for all process variable(s) and computing the values

of all variable(s) derived therefrom, involved to the model equation(s) for achiev

ing a set of data samples, wherein each data sample is a collection of values of all

said process variable(s) or/and of variable(s) derived therefrom at a fixed moment,

- identifying the model equation(s) which means determining the coefficients a,-

and bh b,j and involved to equation(s) ( 1 ) according to the definition of the non

linear functions (2-4) by minimizing the errors of the model equation(s) (1) at eve

ry data sample, according to equation (5)



(5)

wherein N is the number of data samples, M is the number of model equations of

general formula (1), ei k is the error of equation k computed by substituting the

values of the process variables or/and variables derived therefrom of data sample

/ to the left side part of equation k, k is a non-negative coefficient defining the

relative weight of equation k, f s any loss function describing the penalty incurred

by the identification procedure, are non-negative parameters defining the de

sired strength of model flattening, L is the number of different nonlinear functions

involved to the model equation(s), and C is the total curvature of the nonlinear

function number , wherein the minimization (5) is performed under said con

straints imposed on the model coefficients a,- and £»,, and representing the

monotonousness conditions for the nonlinear functions with respect to their inputs,

- adjusting the operation of at least one part of the flow network and/or the pro

cess control, according to the said identified equations or

- selection of the fault detection thresholds for some or all said identified eq ua

tion^),

- computing the errors of said identified model equations by substituting the cur

rent values of the process variables or/and variables derived therefrom to the said

model equation(s),

- evaluating said errors of the identified model equations against the respective

fault detection thresholds, and detecting faults in the flow network or in a part of it

and possible

- diagnosing the fault location.

. The method according to claim 0 wherein the adjusting of the operation of a

flow network is based on some or all of the model equations which reflect the

common properties of said flow network, including the structure of the nonlinearity

of the network or a part of it and monotonous character of the dependences be

tween the process variables wherein said model equation(s) provide relatively

reliable estimations under unexplored operational conditions.



12. The method according to claim 10 or 1, wherein the loss function for evalu

ating error in equation (5) is selected from the group consisting of squaring func

tion, absolute value function, Huber function, Bisquare function and L1-L2 function.

13. The method according to any of the claims 10 - 12 wherein the nonlinear

5 functions involved in model equation(s) (1) are defined as weighted sums of prod

ucts of piecewise linear or piecewise quadratic basis functions g , g and g ,
wherein

- the piecewise linear basis functions are defined according to equation (6):

2... p-1

„ t - - - - - if p- ≤ t < tpU o, otherwise

(6)

- the piecewise-quadratic basis functions are defined according to equation (7):

t < t i + f = p

t - - - (t2 - t)2/(t 2 - if t ≤ t < t2
5

2 - , her wise

g t _ ( - _ 2 t - p ) tp_ < p

θ,otherwise

5 (7)

wherein denotes one of the process variables , y, z, and t i i = 1, . ..,p is the

grid related to that process variable x, y or z .



14 . The method according to any of the clai ms 10 - 3 wherein the coefficients

a,-, bi, b and b involved in model equations ( 1 )-(4) are determined by minimizing

the sum of the term, representing the errors of every equation at every data sam

ple, and the flattening term representing the scaled sum of the total curvatures of

the nonlinear terms involved to the model equations, according to equation (8)

and under the said constraints on the model coefficients representi ng the monot-

onousness conditions,

(8)

wherein N is the number of data samples, M is the number of model equations of

general form ( 1 ) , e i k is the error of equation / for data sample / , / is any loss func

tion describing the penalty incurred by the identification procedure of model equa

tion , k is a non-negative coefficient defining the relative weight of equation k ,

are nonnegative parameters defining the desired strength of model flattening, L is

the number of different nonl inear functions involved to the model equation(s), and

i is the total curvature of nonli near function number /' defined as the sum of local

curvatures of nonlinear function /' computed at the inner points of the one, two or

three dimensional grids defined for one, two and three dimensional nonl inear

functions according to equations (9- 11):

Xi, i = 2, ... , p — 1

(9)

( ) = 2' >V - = - ' <J - 1

( 10)

i , y j , z , i = 2, ... , p - l,j = 2, ... , q - 1, k = 2, ..., r-1 ,

( 1 1)

where p, q , and r are the number of nodes in the grids related to variables x, y

and z , wherein said local curvatures are computed as the sums of squared se

cond order divided differences according to equations (12-1 4):



(12)

bi +1-bij b - b -
+ - yj-yj-i

13)

yj+i-yj-i j _ _ i - .j .k _ i,j,k- i,i,k-i z + z -

(14)

15. The method according to any of the previous claims 8 - 14 for optimization of

the steady-state operational conditions of the flow network, including

- finding the new operational conditions on the basis of the identified model eq ua

tions (1),

- driving the flow network to said new operational conditions by adjusting some or

all or none of the input process variables which are not used by the process con

trol and the target values (setpoints) of some or all or none of the controlled pro-

cess variables or derivatives thereof, wherein said input process variables are the

variables which affect the operational conditions, such as degrees of valve open

ing, pump load.

16. The method according to claim 15 for optimization of the flow network which

method further consists of estimating the bias of the said identified model equa-

tion(s) using the current process data, wherein the bias is the systematic error of

the model equations due to process disturbances and/or modeling error under

unexplored operational conditions.



17. The method according to any of the claims 8-14 for adaptive controlling of

the flow network including

- substituting the current values of the process variables or/and variables derived

therefrom to said identified equations ( 1 ) for computing the gains of the responses

of the manipulated variables of the controllers on the controlled variables, wherein

a controller is a device or a computer program which monitors its controlled varia

ble^) and affects the operational conditions of the flow network by adjusting the

values of the manipulated variable(s) of the controller,

- adjusting the parameters of all or some or none of the controllers, which do not

rely on a process model, including the feed-forward controllers, the proportional

controllers, the proportional-integral controllers, the proportional-integral-derivative

controllers, wherein the parameters of said controllers are updated according to

the current values of said gains of the responses of the manipulated variables on

the controlled variables,

- adjusting all or some or none of the model-based controllers, including model

predictive controllers, by scaling the models utilized by said controllers according

to the said gains of the responses of the manipulated variables of the controllers

on their controlled variables.

18. The method according to any previous claim, wherein the flow network is the

steam-water network of the drying section of a paper or a board machine contain

ing control valves.

19. A computer readable means containing a method according to any of the

previous claims to be used for detecting faults or controlling and /or optimization

of a flow network controlled by valves or a flow network with chemical reac-

tion(s)or a part of It.
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